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NUSASENSE 
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A 6 TASTE OF ARCHIPELAGO DÉGUSTATION BY MOON LIGHT 
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For Immediate Release



Collaboration season is in full swing at Bisma Eight’s rustic rooftop restaurant, Copper Kitchen 
& Bar, and for the second Chef coalition of the year, Executive Chef Ben McRae invites former 
MasterChef contestant and food author, Petty Elliott back of house, to run the pass on a 6 taste 
archipelago dégustation set beneath Ubud’s graciously intoxicating moonlit sky.


“Now in association with Global Seafood Bali”


As the full moon performs its lunar showcase above the lush, tropical paradise on April the 11th 
2017, the latest in a series of Chef collaborations will see “Nusasense” replace Bisma Eight’s 
monthly Moonlight Dinner; and follows the eagerly anticipated 16 plate taste sensation, “Blanco 
x Copper” on March 17th.


As always, you can expect every one of your senses to be heightened, as both Chefs embody a 
desire to craft flavoursome dishes from an earth friendly disposition.  Elliott with her homage to 
her upbringing in North Sulawesi, and McRae with his international experience, heading the 
galley for some of the world’s finest eating establishments.


Raised in Manado, North Sulawesi, Elliot sites Britain as her second home, and the two tiny 
islands play a huge influence on her cooking style and flavours. Pioneering modern Indonesian 
cuisine with authentic European flair has become her globally recognised signature. Whilst 
Aussie McRae, leads the way with his high culinary art and a passionate earth-to-table identity; 
sourcing only the finest fare from the Amed Fisheries, the Tegallalang reserve and The Gardens 
by Bisma Eight and from event partners, Global Seafood Bali.


This most recent of palatable alliances, will see guests rendezvous at Ubud’s leading 
gastronomic home, Copper Kitchen & Bar, to sample the Chefs signature dishes, whilst dining in 
exquisite company and the most enviable of surroundings. Endless vistas of fertile green jungle 
provide the backdrop for the full moon to send shadows dancing across the rooftop restaurant, 
bringing an air of fascination and fantasy to the evenings proceedings.   


Ubud is widely known for its thriving culinary scene, and people flock from far and wide to 
sample the abundance of diverse cuisines on offer; it’s by far the best place in Bali to learn 
about the islands culture through food, but Copper Kitchen & Bar continue to innovate with their 
authentic, ethical and inspired dining experience and the latest of Chef collaborations only 
enhances what is already an event well worth getting dressed up for.


Less we forget the delectably curated pairing accompaniments, that will have your taste buds 
perfectly poised to appreciate the unique flavours every new dish brings. What’s better still, is 
that all beverage pairings are included in the price!


Just in case you were wondering why Bisma Eight have titled the event “Nusasense”  then 
perhaps a little geo-language lesson might fill in the blanks for you.  “Nusa” is “Bahasa” or the 
word for language, and means an Indonesian Island outside of Java Island.  “Nusantara” on the 
other hand originates in Old Javanese, and literally means “archipelago"


Now we’ve got that covered, let’s put it into context: Both chefs will create dishes that originate 
from Sulawesi, combined with exotic spices and Balinese flavours straight from earth-to-table.  
That’s Island inspired cuisine, from two islanders, expertly crafted on an island.  Makes 
complete Island sense, Right?


DETAILS & PRICING 

Tuesday, 11 April 2017

From 7 to 10 PM


IDR 750 net per person (pairing included)




Editor’s Notes: 

Copper Kitchen & Bar is a seasonal earth-to-table dining experience, staying true to the local 
produce sourced from the farms of The Gardens at Bisma Eight, Tegallalang Reserve and Amed 
Fisheries. Stay authentic, ethical, and inspired.

Visit:  copperubud.com


Bisma Eight is a boutique hotel experience set within the natural and cultural heart of Ubud. 
Rooted in the artisan heritage of central Bali, Bisma Eight is something entirely different from 
what people have to come to think of as staying in Ubud.

Visit: bisma-eight.com


*For more information, images, interviews and content please contact: 

Mr. Robbie Woodward at Ohana Communications. bismaeight@ohanacommunications.com
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